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Wednesday 13 June 2018
Gates open: 10am – 3pm

PROGRAM
Main Marquee
Located in front
of building 833

11.00am

Welcome to Country
Trevor Davis

11.15am

Official welcome and launch of
Muresk Institute’s new technology

11.45am

Food conversation and demonstration
Don Hancey

1.00pm

How to get value out of digital farming
Dr Myrtille Lacoste
How to WiFi your farm to improve
business efficiencies
Geoff Carroll
Taking the work out of recording dam pedigree
Dr Andrew Thompson
Beyond the hype: agtech in WA and the
need to connect techies to farmers
Dr Natasha Ayers
Contemporary livestock handling
Boyd Holden

Food conversation
and demonstration
Don Hancey
WA Food Ambassador,
chef, radio personality
and presenter

Don will showcase Linley Valley
Pork and other 100% Western
Australian produce during his food
conversation, with the help of the
As One Nyitting team. Don is an
inspiring speaker and believes WA
has some of the finest produce in the
world. He has a holistic view of food
production and believes in buying,
supporting and shopping local.
Visitors will gain knowledge of the
WA agriculture industry and what
is produced right here in our State.

How to get
value out of
digital farming
Dr Myrtille Lacoste
Research Fellow,
Digital Agriculture
at Curtin University

Farmers and consultants are
being offered technologies they
could only dream of a few years ago.
Myrtille will go beyond the hype of the
digital world to talk about the value
of using these technologies, mapping
change from the global picture to
paddock, and back again. Using
the practical example of on-farm
experimentation, Myrtille will show
how we can create value from datadriven practices, and what the change
means for sustainable agriculture.

How to WiFi your
farm to improve
business efficiencies

Taking the work
out of recording
dam pedigree

Geoff Carroll

Dr Andrew Thompson

Head of Technology
at Powertec
Telecommunications

Associate Professor,
Chair of Animal Science,
School of Veterinary
and Life Sciences at
Murdoch University

Geoff will discuss the true capabilities
of the internet of things/internet
of everything through myinsight.io.
His presentation will showcase a
complete open source end to end
agricultural solution for internet,
cellular, WiFi and long range wireless
communication gateways which can
be customised to measure and track
information. This presentation will
provide insight into a solution that
will help agricultural businesses work
more efficiently and resourcefully.

Beyond the hype:
agtech in WA and
the need to connect
techies to farmers
Dr Natasha Ayers
Managing Director and
co-founder of AgriStart

Natasha’s presentation will give
an overview of the agtech scene
in Western Australia and some
of the latest innovations that
could add value to farming. The
disconnect between farmers
and tech companies will also be
addressed, as well as strategies
to improve engagement. Learn
about what is happening now in
agtech in our State and what new
technologies are on the horizon.

Andrew will discuss work being
done by Murdoch University and the
Department of Primary Industries and
Regional Development over the last
18 months to improve reproductive
performance in the sheep industry,
in particular capturing data on
maternal pedigree using wearable
sensors on ewes and lambs. Andrew’s
presentation will also touch on other
applications of the technologies and
directions of their research.

Contemporary
livestock handling
Boyd Holden
Livestock Handling and
Animal Welfare Consultant,
Trainer and Assessor
at Holden Agricultural
Management Services

Boyd’s passion is working
with and training animals, and
providing training and advisory
services across all sectors of
the red meat industry. Boyd will
talk about the importance of
consistent procedures across the
livestock industry and will address
the adoption of technology for
improving animal welfare and
livestock handling operations
from a practical perspective.

DISPLAYS AND DEMONSTRATIONS
Hughes Hall Lawn
Located near building 820

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Centre for Cropping Disease and Management
Central Regional TAFE
Curtin University
Muresk Institute
Safe Farms WA
South Regional TAFE
Incredible Creatures
Bee Central

Pavilion
Building 839

•
•
•
•
•
•

AgWorld
ALOSCA Technologies
A Plus Training Solutions
Careers in Grain
Connect Technology
Department of Primary Industries and
Regional Development, Katanning
(electronic identification technology)
Directions
Kalyx
One World Learning
Stratus Imaging
WA Farmers Federation
Precision agriculture simulator

•
•
•
•
•
•
Learning Centre Lawn
Located between
buildings 834 and 835

• Department of Primary Industries and Regional
Development (smart traps and sensors)
• Muresk Institute’s Careers Van
• eLYNX
• Regional Communication Solutions
• Smart Paddock

Oval

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Farm Tours

Scheduled 30 minute guided bus tours will operate
over the course of the day. To secure your seat collect
a ticket from the reception desk. Tours depart from the
roundabout located near building 840.

CSBP
Grain Brokers (eConnected Grainbelt Project)
Tru-Test
UAV Resources
Shearing demonstrations by Progress Shearing
Working dog demonstration by Duncan Anderson
Agility dog demonstrations by the Agility Club of
Western Australia
• Vintage tractor and memorabilia display
by the Machinery Preservation Club of WA

Eats and drinks: Laundry 43 will be serving barista made coffee and delicious food
using fresh locally sourced produce (located between building 834 and the Pavilion)
Entertainment: Rodney and the Rockets (located near building 833)
In the unlikely event of an emergency move to the oval and do not re-enter buildings
until advised it is safe to do so by Muresk Institute Management.
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UPCOMING SHORT COURSES AT MURESK INSTITUTE
19-21 June

Managing others and innovative business

5 July

Agriculture mapping with drones (UAVs)

6-13 July

Livestock school

7-8 August

Contemporary farming, risk management and safety

3-14 September

Australian certified equine hoofcare practitioner course

4-5 September

First aid

10 September

Operate and maintain chainsaws

16 September

Small landholder workshop: Property planning

The above information is correct at the time of publishing however may
be subject to change.

Visit the Muresk Institute website for more
information and to express your interest.
W: dtwd.wa.gov.au/mureskinstitute
T: 1300 994 031

